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Abstract 
In this paper we explore the relation between locally pseudocompact groups and bf-spaces. 
Namely, we point out that bf-continuous functions appear in a natural way when studying the ex- 
ponential map. We introduce the concept of bf-group and we prove that C-spaces of an arbitrary 
product of locally pseudocompact groups are bf-groups. We show that the DieudonnC topologi- 
cal completion of an arbitrary product of locally pseudocompact groups agrees with its bilateral 
completion and then it is a topological group. We also study the distribution of the functor of 
the DieudonnC topological completion for coset spaces and characterize when the product of two 
bf-groups is a hf-group. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
A topological group is said to be locally pseudocompact if the identity has a pseu- 
docompact neighborhood (equivalently: if the identity has a local basis of pseudocom- 
pact neighborhoods). Locally pseudocompact groups are locally bounded in the sense of 
Weil, so each such group G is densely embedded in an essentially unique locally com- 
pact group G (called its Weil completion). Being considered in the class of topological 
groups. locally pseudocompactness acquires specific features that are of most interest for 
an investigation. Locally pseudocompact groups enjoy two properties which are a base 
point of the results of this paper. First, locally pseudocompact groups are locally in the 
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Frolik’s class P of pseudocompact spaces X such that X x Y is pseudocompact for each 
pseudocompact space Y and, second, the Dieudonne topological completion of a locally 
pseudocompact group is a locally compact group (actually, it is its Weil completion). 
The first result follows by juxtaposing a result of Blasco and the author [4, Corollary 61 
with a result due to TkaEenko [36, Lemmas 2.8 and 2.101; the second has been proved 
by Comfort and Trigos-Arrieta [9. Theorem 3.41. 
In this paper we shall combine these properties in order to obtain several results about 
the distribution of the functor of the Dieudonne topological completion in the context 
of locally pseudocompact groups. In a natural way. we shall introduce the concept of 
bf-group and we shall prove that C-products of locally pseudocompact groups are bf- 
groups. The techniques used permit us to prove that one can identify the Dieudonne 
topological completion of an arbitrary product of locally pseudocompact groups with 
the bilateral completion of the product group. We shall also apply these properties in 
the study of the distribution of the functor of the Dieudonne topological completion for 
coset spaces and to characterize when the product of two bf-groups is a bf-group. 
2. Notation and preliminaries 
All spaces are assumed to be Tychonoff and all groups are Hausdorff. A subset B 
of a space X is said to be relative@ pseudocompact (in X) if every continuous real- 
valued function on X is bounded on B. A space is pseudocompact if it is relatively 
pseudocompact in itself. A function f from a space X into a space Y is said to be 
bf-continuous if the restriction of f to each relatively pseudocompact subset of X can 
be extended to a continuous function on X. A space such that every bf-continuous 
real-valued function is continuous is called a bf-space. 
bf-spaces arise in the study of a-closed projections [24] and also in the problem of 
the distribution of the functor of the Dieudonne topological completion [5]. This class 
of spaces also appears when studying compactness of function spaces in the topology of 
pointwise convergence [2] and the product of C-compact subsets [14]. 
We shall say that a subspace S of X is C-embedded (respectively M-embedded) in X 
if every continuous function from S into R-the real numbers endowed with the usual 
topology-(respectively into a metrizable space) can be extended to a continuous function 
on X. Since every compact set in a Tychonoff space is C-embedded [ 13, 3.1 l(c)], every 
k,-space (spaces X such that every real-valued function which is continuous on each 
compact subset of X is continuous) is a bf-space. First countable (so, metrizable) and 
locally compact spaces are I;,-spaces and therefore bf-spaces. Locally pseudocompact 
spaces are also bf-spaces. Topological groups which are bf-spaces are called bf-groups. 
A point of the interest for an investigation of bf-groups arises from the fact that an 
arbitrary product of locally pseudocompact groups is a bf-group [34, Theorem 41. 
We say that a space X is topologically complete if X is homeomorphic to a closed 
subspace of a product of metrizable spaces. It is known that for every space X there 
exists a unique topologically complete space -yX, up to homeomorphisms, which leave 
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X pointwise fixed, in which X is dense and M-embedded (equivalently: in which X 
is dense and every continuous function f from X into a topologically complete space 
1’ can be extended to a continuous function on 2-Y). This extension shall be denoted 
by f”). 7X is called the Dieudonne’ topologicul completion of S. For this and related 
results, the reader might consult [8.13]. 
We shall denote by C(X, Z) (respectively bfC(9. Z)) the set of all continuous (re- 
spectively bf-continuous) functions from X into Z. As usual. if Z = IR, we shall write 
C(X) for C(X, R) and bfC(S) for b,fC(S. R). If Z is a topologically complete space, 
and 2) is the finest uniformity on Z, the space. C(X, (Z, D)) endowed with the topology 
of uniform convergence on X (respectively on relatively pseudocompact subsets of S) 
shall be denoted by C,(X, 2) (respectively by Cb(_X, Z)). 
Let X and E; be sets and /I, be the exponential map [ 1 I] of RSX” into (RI-)” 
defined as 
for f E R-“‘., .T E X, y E I’. The map p is an one-to-one correspondence. The 
restriction of this map to subspaces will also be denoted by p. 
We shall use int_k- A and c1.x A for the interior and the closure of a subset A in X. 
respectively. Given a group G we shall use c to denote the identity of G. 
3. The exponential map and bf-continuous functions 
In this section we are concerned with the study of the exponential map in the context of 
bf-continuous functions. The exponential map has been used in different fields of topol- 
ogy. For instance, in the problem of distribution of the functor of the realcompactification 
of Hewitt [6,19-211, in the study of the product of bf-spaces [4,18] and it also arises in 
the establishment of Ascoli theorems in function spaces [26]. The exponential map also 
appears when studying the continuity of the inverse in pseudocompact semigroups [32]. 
We shall start with a result which points out that bf-functions arise in a natural way 
when we are working with the exponential map. It is well known that A is relatively 
pseudocompact in X if and only if cl,.v A is compact. From now on, we shall make no 
special mention of that and of the following three lemmas. Lemma 3.1 is a generalization 
of [3, Theorem 1.11. Our proof is a pure topological one which does not use concepts 
related to locally convex spaces (compare with [3, Theorem 1.11). 
Lemma 3.1. A space X is a bf-space if and only if C’h(X. Z) is topologically complete 
for each topologically complete space Z. 
Proof. Let Z be a topologically complete space. Suppose that X is a bf-space and let 
{.fO)&I be a Cauchy net in Cb(X. Z). Consider the net {f,Y}cyE~ of the continuous 
extension of the elements of { fn}nE~ to yX. It is easy to check that, for each relatively 
pseudocompact subset A of X, the net {f;jlcr,,Y .atnE1 is a Cauchy net in C,,(cl,~ A. Z). 
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Since Z is complete, there exists f.4 E C(cl,~_ A, 2) which is the limit of {fz (,+= A}&1 
[ 17, Theorem 11.251. Let g be the function from X into 2 defined as 
whenever A is a relatively pseudocompact subset of X. A standard argument proves 
that g is well defined. In addition, if A is relatively pseudocompact in X, glA can be 
extended to a continuous function on X because cl-,x A is compact and, consequently, 
C-embedded in yX. Thus, g is bf-continuous. Since X is a bf-space, g E C(X, 2). One 
can readily verify that g is the limit of (fa}cuE~ in C&(X, 2). 
Next, suppose that Cb(X) is complete. Let f E bfC(X). Consider the set I = 
{A : A is relatively pseudocompact in X} directed by inclusion. For each A E I, let gA 
be the continuous extension of flA to X. The net {gA}&I converges to f in Cb(X) 
and, since Cb(X) is complete f is continuous. Thus, X is a bf-space. •I 
The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader. 
Lemma 3.2. For each space 2, if f E C(X, C,(Y, 2)) then p-‘(f) E C(X x Y, 2). 
The following result is a consequence of 3.10(b) in [13]. 
Lemma 3.3. If X is a bf-space, then each bf-continuous function g from X into a 
(completely regular) space Y is continuous. 
We can prove the following: 
Theorem 3.1. Let X, Y be two topological spaces and let 2 be a topologically complete 
space. If g E bfC(X, Cb(Y, 2)) then the function pL-’ (g) 1~~ n can be extended to a 
continuousfunction on cl,x A x clyy B for each relatively pseudocompact subsets A, B 
of X and Y, respectively. 
Proof. Let A, B be relatively pseudocompact subsets of X and Y, respectively. Then, 
if g E bfC(X, Cb(Y, Z)), there exists a continuous function h from X into Cb(Y, 2) 
which agrees with g on A. Let gB be the function from X into C(cl,y B, 2) defined as 
gB(x) = [+)I%,Y B. 
It is routine to check that gB is a continuous function from X into C,(cl,y B, 2) 
and, consequently, pL-‘(gB) is continuous. Since cl,l- B is compact, y(X x clyy B) = 
yX x clyy B [23, Theorem 5.11. So, there exists a continuous extension f of p-‘(gB) 
to yX x cl,y B. The result follows from the fact that 
K’(g)lAxB = ~IAxB. 0 
Corollary 3.1. Let X, Y be two topological spaces and let Z be a topologically complete 
space. If g E bfC(X, Ct,(Y, 2)) then the function p-‘(g) is bf-continuous. 
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Proof. Let M be a relatively pseudocompact subset of X x Y. Then, A4 is contained 
in 7r.y (M) x ~1’ (M) where 7ry. ~~17 are the projection maps. Since 7rx(M). 7ry- (M) are 
relatively pseudocompact subsets in X and Y, respectively. we can apply Theorem 3.1 
in order to obtain that ~~-‘(g)(=~~(~l)~~,(nr) can be extended to a continuous function 
on the compact space cl,~ n(M) x cl,y- 7r(M). The result follows from the fact that 
every compact set is C-embedded. 0 
Let A, be the uniform space defined on a subspace A of a space X by the finest 
uniformity of ,Y. It is well known that ~1,s A is the completion of A,. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Y be a bf-space. For each space X. the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(1) &j-C(-y X y. 2)) C b&(X, cb(y, z)).f or each topologically complete space Z. 
(2) p(b&(X x Y. Z,) = bfC(X, cb(y> z))f or each topologically complete space Z. 
(3) p(b&(X x Y)) = b#(X, Cb(Y)). 
(4) (A x B), = A, x B, whenever A and B are relatively pseudocompact subsets 
of X and Y, respectively. 
Proof. (1) + (2) follows from Corollary 3.1 and (2) + (3) is obvious. 
(3) + (4). Let A, B be relatively pseudocompact subsets of X and Y, respectively. 
Since the uniform structure of (A x B), is finer than the uniform structure of A, x B,, 
it suffices to prove that A-, x B, is finer than (A x B),.. Let ,f E C(X x Y). Then 
cl(f) E bfC(X,Cb(Y)) and. according to Theorem 3.1, P-‘(,u(~))~A~B = flail can 
be extended to a continuous function on cl+- A x cl,r- B . Since cl,.~ A x cl,). B 
is compact, il x B is relatively pseudocompact in X x Y and, a posteriori. H = 
c~,(,~~I~) (A x B) is compact. So, its compatible uniform structure is defined by the 
family of pseudometrics {!Pg}sECCHj where [13, 15H] 
!Pg,(a.~) y= lg(c) - g(y)l. (.r,;y) E H x H. 
Next. if g E C(H), since g admits a continuous extension to 2(X x I’), an argument 
similar to the one used to prove that A x B is relatively pseudocompact points out 
that there exists a continuous extension h of gIAxn to cl..,*y A x cl,y B. Since K = 
cl,~_ A x cl,~ B is compact, the pseudometric 
&(.2.,y) = Ih(z) - h(y)l. (,t.>!/) E A- x K 
belongs to the family of pseudometrics which induce the only compatible uniform struc- 
ture on K [13, 15H]. Since ~l,~~,l~,(A x B) and cl,_~ A x clyy B are the completion 
of (A x B), and A, x B,, respectively, we are done. 
(4) =+ (1). Let f E bfC(X x 1: Z). First note that from Lemma 3.3 p(f) is a function 
from X into cb(Y, Z) because the space 1’ is a bf-space. We shall prove that it is 
bf -continuous. 
Let A be a relatively pseudocompact subset of X. It suffices to prove that the function 
ply can be extended to a continuous function on cl,~_ A. Consider the function 
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flail where B is a relatively pseudocompact subset of X. By (4), A x B is relatively 
pseudocompact in X x Y. Since f is bf-continuous, f (A~ B is uniformly continuous on 
(A x B)y (because it can be extended continuously to clr(xx~~) (A x B)). Then, by (4), 
j’l~~~ is uniformly continuous on A, x B,; hence this function admits a continuous 
extension g to cl,x A x cl.,~B [13, Theorems 15.11 and 15.241. According to [II, 
Theorem 3.4.81, h(g) E C(cl,x A, C,(cl,~- B, 2)). Consequently, if g* denotes the 
restriction of g to cl-,x A x B, p(g*) E C(cl,x A, Cu(B, 2)). The result follows from 
the fact that the functions g* and f agree on A x B and the topology of Cb(Y, 2) is the 
topology of uniform convergence on relatively pseudocompact subsets of Y. 0 
Remark 3.1. The hypothesis that Y is a bf-space is used only in (4) + (1). 
Let P be the class of spaces X such that, for every pseudocompact space Y, the 
product X x Y is pseudocompact. This class was introduced and studied by Fro& in 
[12]. We say that a space is locally in the FrolrI’s class P is every point of X has a 
neighborhood in P. 
Theorem 3.3. For a space X the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) X is locally in the FrolikS class P. 
(2) For each bf-space Y, p(C(X x 1’. 2)) = bfC(X, Cb(Y, 2)) whenever 2 is Q 
topologically complete space. 
(3) For each bf-space Y, p(C(X x Y)) = bfC(X,Cb(Y)). 
Proof. (1) 3 (2). Since X is locally in P, it suffices to prove that p(C(P x Y, 2)) = 
C(p, Cb(Y, 2)) h w enever P E P. Applying Theorem 3.1, 
p-‘(C(P,C~(Y, 2))) c b&(P x Y. 2). 
By [4, Theorem 13 and Lemma 3.31, C(P x Y, 2) = bfC(P x Y, Z) and consequently, 
p-‘(C(E Cb(Y, z,)) c C(P x Y, Z). 
We shall prove that 
p(C(P x Y, Z)) c b&‘(I? Cb(Y, Z)) = C(I’, Cb(Y, Z)). 
According to [4, Corollary 51, P x B is relatively pseudocompact for each relatively 
pseudocompact subset B of Y and. since yP is compact [ll, 8.5.13(c)], f admits a 
continuous extension fY to yP x yY [31. Corollary 4.81. The result follows easily from 
the fact that 
b.(fYI y~xc~,y B) E C(-P, G&Y B, Z,) 
for each relatively pseudocompact subset B of Y [l 1, Theorem 4.81. 
(2) + (3). It is obvious. 
(3) + (1). An argument similar to the one used in (3) + (4) of Theorem 3.2 shows 
that (A x B)? = A, x B,. According to Theorem 3.2, 
&C(X x Y,) = b@(X, G(Y)). 
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Consequently, every bf-continuous real-valued function on X x Y is continuous. Thus, 
X x Y is a bf-space for every bf-space I’. By [4. Theorem 131 X is locally in P. •I 
4. Some results on bf-groups 
A subset B of a space X is said to be strongly relatively pseudocompact in X if 
each infinite family of open subsets of X meeting B, contains an infinite subfamily 
{Ii,, : n. < LJ} which satisfies 
n cl_y ( u K) f 0 
FG@ 7LEF 
for each filter @ consisting of infinite subsets of IV. 
It is easy to check that each strongly relatively pseudocompact subset is relatively 
pseudocompact. According to [12, Theorem 3.61 a space X belongs to the Froltk’s class 
P if and only if it is strongly relatively pseudocompact in itself. Consequently, if X is 
a pseudocompact space which is not in P [13, Example 9.151. then X is a relatively 
pseudocompact set that is not strongly relatively pseudocompact. The concept of strongly 
relatively pseudocompact subset has been introduced by TkaEenko in [36] under the name 
of strongly bounded subset. Tkaeenko has proved that every relatively pseudocompact 
subset of a topological group is strongly relatively pseudocompact [36, Lemmas 2.8 
and 2.101. Let us recall that a subset A c X is called regular-closed if A = clx(int_y A). 
The equivalence between (1) and (2) in the following theorem has been established in 
[34. Theorem 31. 
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a topological group. The following assertions are equivalent: 
( 1) G is locally pseudocompact. 
(2) G is locally in the Frolik’s class P. 
(3) The identi5 has a neighborhood in the Frolik’s class P. 
(4) The identity has a local basis of neighborhoods in the Frolik’s class P. 
(5) For each bf-space Y, p(C(G x Y)) = bfC(G, Cb(Y)). 
(6) For each bf-space Y. G x Y is a bf-space. 
Proof. (1) + (2). By [4, Corollary 61 every relatively pseudocompact subset of a locally 
pseudocompact space X is strongly relatively pseudocompact if and only if the space X 
is locally in the Frolik’s class P. So, the result follows by [36, Lemmas 2.8 and 2.101. 
(2) =+ (3) is obvious and (3) =+ (4) follows from the fact that every regular-closed 
subset of a space in the class P is also in P [ 12, Theorem 3.21. 
(4) + ( 1). It is a consequence of the fact that every topological group is a homogeneous 
space. 
The equivalence between (5) and (2) follows from Theorem 3.3 and (6) H (2) of [4, 
Theorem 131. 0 
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Now, we shall establish how bf-groups appear in a natural way in the context of locally 
pseudocompact groups. 
Let X = naEI _Yo, be an infinite product space and let p be some point in X. 
For each ordinal (T the C-space C,(p) is the subspace which consists of all points 
differing from p on fewer than N, coordinates. The C-spaces C”(p) and Cl(p) are 
called the C’(p)-product and the C(p)-product. of S, respectively. The reader can find 
the standard references concerning C-spaces in [7] and [28]. In the following theorem 
we are concerned with functions on C-spaces. In the proof we follow the patterns given 
by the author in [34]. By card1 we denote the cardinal of a set I. 
Theorem 4.2. Let {X,},,, he a family of topological spaces. Let o be an ordinal such 
that No < N, < card I. Let .r: = {.z,},~I be a point in the product space X = nrvEI X, 
and suppose that, for each N E I, there exists a regular-closed subset L, c X, with 
x, E intx, L, and L, E P. Let f be a,fitnction from the C-space C,(x) into u space Z 
such thatfor each y = (Y~)~EI E X and each D c I with card D < N, the restriction of 
f to KM& u {YO>) x rILuE1\O {:r,} is continuous. Then f is continuous on CD(~). 
Proof. Suppose that f is not continuous at .z. Let U be an open subset of Z and let I/, 
G be two regular-closed subsets of 2 such that f(x) E intz V c V c intz G c G c U 
with the property that ,f(ll,‘) 1s not contained in U for every neighborhood \I’ of :r in 
J%(x). 
Now, we shall apply induction in order to choose a sequence {F,},,, of subsets of I 
with card F, < N, and Fp c F,+l! p I < d and a sequence of points {yn}n<_l c C,(:r) 
satisfying: 
(1) For each at E F1, we can find a regular-closed subset SE, of X,, such that 
where, for each N E I, I$;, is defined as follows: 
“’ = { 
Q = fit, at E Fp, 
;:;j. 0 E I \ Fp. 
(2) Sg c intx, Sz for p = 2.3, . . whenever p > q and (t E Fq. 
(3) yg E intx, Sg for each c): E Fp, p = 1,2,. . . 
(4) y~~X,\S~+‘foreachcu~F,+,\F,,, p=1.2.... 
(5) yg = x, for each (Y $ F,+I, p = 1.2!. . . 
(6) f(yp) $ U. p = 132,. . 
We shall make the construction for n = 1. Pick ~1 E I. By hypothesis. the restriction 
of f to flaEI AI, c C,(s). where 
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is continuous. So, we can take a regular-closed subset S& c L,, such that 
x,, E ink,, S& and j 
( > 
n W, c V, 
CXEI 
where IV, is defined as 
$3 a=ar, 
wO= {&}, ofo,. { 
Let W = naEI Ha defined as follows: 
H,= 7, 
{ 
Sk,, (Y = or, 
CYI Q # Ql. 
Since W n C,(z) is an open set in Co(z) containing the point 2, we can choose 
a point z’ E W f’ Z,(x) such that j(z’) 4: U. We define Fr = {or}, y’ = 2’ and 
FZ = FI U C, where C is defined by the condition (Y E C whenever y: # z,. Then, 
card C < N, and, since j(y’ ) $! U, FI is different from F2. Now, for cr E F2, let T, be 
a regular-closed subset of X, such that 
T,, = S;, xcr E intx, T, c L,, yt, $ T, if o for. 
Since the restriction of j to noIEF2 T, x n,EI,F,{xa} is continuous, we can find 
regular-closed subsets {Szt})a,E~2, with Sit c Tar, c L,%, such that 
x,% E ink,% S&, S& c intx,, SL,, yAi $ Sz,, cri E F2 \ Fl, 
and 
f( nwa) cv, 
C%EI 
where 
Thus, we are done for n = 1. Next, suppose that for p < w we have sub- 
sets Fl,Fz,... , Fp and points (y4)::: satisfying our conditions. As above, let W = 
naEl Ha c X defined as follows: 
and let zp E W n C,,(x) such that j(9) $! U. We define yp = .zP and Fp+l = Fp u C 
where a E C whenever yg # xa. Then card Fp+l < N, and it is different from Fp. 
An argument similar to the one used in the case n = 1 let us find regular-closed 
subsets {SgT'}a,EFp+I such that SP+’ c L,, and a% 
%ol, E int.Y_ Sg:‘, oyi E Fp+l, 
SET’ c intx,% S$ Qi E Fp, 
YE, ?f s:;“, Qi E F~+I \ Fp, 
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Thus, the induction is complete. Next, we shall define P = naEI P,, where 
S:~{Y:-‘}, ~EU,>,F, andoEF,\I;b-l, 
and we shall consider for p = 2,3,. . . the subset Wq = (n,,, Hz) n P n f-‘(2 \ G), 
where 
Hz = intx, Sz, 
1 
{Xa), o E I\Fq+i, 
(II E Fq, 
XI \ s:+‘, cx E Fq+l \ Fq. 
It easily follows from conditions (3)-(6) that y’J E Wq, q = 2,3,. . . . In addition, 
{W9),>2 is a sequence of nonempty open subsets of P because, by hypothesis, f is 
continuous on P. Applying that every regular-closed subset of a space in the Frolik’s P 
class also belongs to P [12, Theorem 3.2J and that P is closed under arbitrary products 
[25, Theorem 2.21, we have that P E P and consequently, the sequence {WQ},,2 has a 
cluster point y = (Y~)~~I E P. So, f(y) E 2 \ intz G. We shall prove that this leads us 
to a contradiction. 
Let T = flaEI{xar ya}. Since T is contained in naED(La U {ya}) x naEI,D{za} 
with D = Up_ Fp, f is continuous on T. Then, there exists a finite subset F of D 
and a point .z = (z~)~~I E T such that z, = IC, if o $ F and z, = ya if o E F with 
f(z) E 2 \ v. 
Let J = {cx E I: za # 2,). Since f(x) E intz V, J # 0 and since y E P there 
exists p < w such that J c Fp. Applying that y is a cluster point of {WQ},,2 one 
can easily check that ya E Si whenever cy. E Fp and, therefore, f(z) E V which is a 
contradiction. 0 
As every regular-closed subset of a space in the Frolik’s class P belongs to P and 
P is stable under arbitrary products [12, Theorem 3.2; 25, Theorem 2.21, we can apply 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 in order to obtain the following result. Let us first recall that given 
a family {Ga}aE~ of topological groups, the Z”(e)-product of naEI G, is called the 
weak direct product of the family {Ga}aE~ (see [16, Section 2.31). 
Corollary 4.1. C-spaces of locally pseudocompact groups are bf-spaces. So, the weak 
direct product of a family of locally pseudocompact groups is a bf -group. 
In [27] Noble calls a function on X = naEI X, 2-continuous if it is continuous 
when restricted to each compact subspace of the form naEI Y, where for each (Y, 
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1 < cardY, < 2. He has proved that if a real-valued function f is 2-continuous and 
its restriction to each Co-product of X is continuous then f is continuous on the whole 
X [27, Theorem 1.11. Since every real-valued bf-continuous function is 2-continuous 
because every compact subset of X is relatively pseudocompact and C-embedded, one 
can use this result and Corollary 4.1 in order to obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. [34, Theorem 41. An urbitrap product of locally pseudocompact groups 
is (I bf -group. 
Next, we shall study the distribution of the functor of the Dieudonne topological com- 
pletion in the context of bf-groups. It is a question raised by Pestov and TkaEenko [30] 
whether the Dieudonne topological completion rG of a topological group G must itself 
be a topological group. Responding positively to important special cases of the Pestov- 
TkaEenko question, Uspenskii has shown that if the group G satisfies the countable chain 
condition, or has countable tightness, then indeed the group operations of G extend con- 
tinuously over yG, so that yG is a topological group with G as a dense topological 
subgroup. Another important result in this way is due to Comfort and Trigos-Arrieta 
[9]. They have proved that for a locally pseudocompact group G, the Dieudonne topo- 
logical completion yG coincides with the Weil completion ?? of G and, consequently, 
it is a locally compact topological group [40]. In the sequel, we shall establish that 
?G is a topological group when G is an arbitrary product of locally pseudocompact 
groups. 
For a space X, /3X will denote its Stone-Tech compactification. /3X is the unique 
compact space K, up to homeomorphisms which leave X pointwise fixed, in which X 
is dense and every continuous bounded real-valued function on X extends continuously 
over K. For a complete description of PX the reader might consult [ 13, Chapter 61. Let 
us recall that the supremum of the two natural uniform structures on a topological group 
G is called the bilateral uniform structure on G or the two-sided uniform structure [33, 
Definition 2.21. 
The two following results are needed in the sequel. The second is “necessity” in the 
well-known Glicksberg’s theorem. The reader might find a proof in [ 15, Theorem 8.251. 
Let us recall that every pseudocompact space which is locally in the Frolik class P 
belongs to P (see [12] for details). 
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a locally pseudocompact opological group and let U be an open 
subset of G. The following assertions are equivalent: 
( 1) COG U is pseudocompact 
(2) COG U is in the Frolfk’s class P. 
(3) /!j(ClG U) = cl, u. 
(4) cl, U is compact. 
Proof. ( 1) 3 (2). Let .E E COG U. By Theorem 4.1, there exists a regular-closed subset I’ 
of G in the Frolik’s class P such that .r E intG V. As ClG(intG VO& u) = ClG(intG VII 
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U) and every regular-closed subset of a space in the Frolfk’s class P belongs to P [ 12, 
Theorem 3.21, the point 2 has (in COG U) a regular-closed neighborhood in P. Since 
COG U is pseudocompact, we are done. 
(2) * (3). By [9, Theorem 1.15 ] the group G is locally bounded. So, the result follows 
from (a) + (h) in [9, Theorem 2.61. 
(3) + (4). It is obvious. 
(4) + (1). Since translations are homeomorphisms, the result follows from [9, Corol- 
lary 1.171 0 
Theorem 4.4 (Glicksberg). If the Cartesian product naEI X, of Tychonoff spaces X, 
is pseudocompact, then 
8( I-p.) = ni%. 
C&I CXEI 
Now we are in conditions to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.5. Let G = ncrEI G, be an arbitrary product of locally pseudocompact 
groups. Then, 
Consequently, yG is the bilateral completion of G. 
Proof. For each cr E I, c, is a locally compact group, so it is a paracompact space 
and, consequently, it is topologically complete [7, Theorem 2.91; [ 11, 8.5131. Since an 
arbitrary product of topologically complete spaces is also topologically complete [lo] and 
G is dense in naEI ??‘,, we only need to prove that G is M-embedded in flcvEI c,. 
Let A4 be a metrizable space and let f E C(G, M). We define a continuous extension 
f’ of f to rI&I c, as follows: For each I: = (:ti)aE~ E naEl ??,, consider a family 
F = {KJCYEr of regular-closed compact subsets such that Z’& E intEa v, c v, c 
??‘, , Q E I. According to Lemma 4.1, 
v, = Cl& (( intEa V,) n G) 
is a regular-closed pseudocompact subset of G, in the Frolfk’s class P for each QI E I. 
Since P is closed under arbitrary products [25, Theorem 2.21, naEI V, is pseudocompact. 
So, by Glicksberg’s theorem, 
B( pa) = rpwx. 
ClEI CZEI 
It is well known that PX = yX for every pseudocompact space (see, for example, [ 11, 
8.5.8(b), 8.5.13(c)]); so, the restriction off to naEI V, can be extended to a continuous 
function on naEI PV,. W e will denote by gF such extension. Since by Lemma 4.1, 
PV, = v’, for each (Y E I, we can define fY(:) = gF(:). 
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Next, we shall prove that fY is well-defined. Let Q ={wa}cr~~ be a family of regular- 
closed compact subsets such that Z, E in+, w, C va C ca, Q E 1. Consider the 
family 
%= {c& (int~~~V,nint~~~,)}aEI. 
Applying continuity, it is easy to verify that g&E) = gp@) = gx(T). Thus, fY(Z) does 
not depend on the family 3. 
Finally, we shall prove that fY is continuous. Let 5 = (Ca)a~l, ?j = (jj,)acl be 
two points in n,,, Ea. We choose two families {vi7,}a~~, {Wa}a~~ of regular-closed 
compact subsets such that 
Z, E int, Vay, jj, E in+, JV,, o E I, (1) u 
v, n m, = 0 whenever Z&, # g,, (2) 
V,=W, whenever I, = y,. (31 
Now, define 
v, = clG,, (( intEa va) n G) , w, = dG_ (( intEa iVa) n G). 
By Lemma 4.1 v, U w, = ,L?V, U /3W, = p(V, U IV,), because either v’, n w, = 8 
or 7, = w, whenever Q: E I. An argument similar to the one used in the first part 
of this theorem shows that the restriction of f to naE1(Va U Wa) can be extended to 
a continuous function on naEI (v, U va). We shall denote by g such extension. By 
the definition of f’, the function g agrees with f7 on fl,,,(intE, v, Uint~~ ma) and, 
consequently, fY is 2-continuous. In addition, if {Vz}aE~ is a family of regular-closed 
compact subsets satisfying 
Z, E int, a V,* C V* C int, OI V,, 
fY is continuous on naED(V*a U{y/,}) x naEI,D{~,} whenever cardD < Na. So, by 
Theorem 4.2, the function fY is continuous on each Co-product of ncrEI G,. According 
to Nobles’s theorem [27, Theorem 1.11, fr is continuous. On the other hand, as the 
Weil-completion of a locally bounded group G coincides with its bilateral completion 
[7, Theorem 1.131, [33, Theorem 10.151 and the bilateral completion of an arbitrary 
product of topological groups is the product of the bilateral completion of each factor 
[33, Proposition 3.351, the proof is complete. 0 
Remark 4.1. For locally precompact groups (so, for locally pseudocompact groups [9, 
Theorem 151) the completions of the two natural uniform structures coincide [33, The- 
orem 10.15 and Proposition 10.161. Then, we can replace bilateral completion either by 
lef completion or by right completion in the above theorem. 
According to [23, Theorem 51; [6, Theorem 451, if yX is locally compact, then X is 
locally pseudocompact. So, we have, 
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Corollary 4.2 [9, Theorem 3.41 (Comfort-Trigos-Arrieta). A topological group is lo- 
cally pseudocompact if and only if yG = G. 
The next theorem characterizes locally pseudocompact groups by means of the distri- 
bution of the functor of the Dieudonne topological completion. A topological space X 
is said to be a k-space if a subset A c X is closed whenever A n K is closed for every 
compact set K c X. 
Theorem 4.6. Let G be a topological group. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) G is locally pseudocompact. 
(2) yG is locally compact. 
(3) y(G x X) = yG x yX for each bf-space X. 
(4) G x X is M-embedded in G x yX for each k-space X. 
Proof. (1) ++ (2). It follows from Corollary 4.2. 
(2) + (3). Let f be a continuous function from G x X into a metrizable space M. By 
Theorem 3.3 we have that p(C(G x X, M)) c C(G, Cb(X, n/r)). Since X is a bf-space, 
Cs(X, M) is topologically complete. So, there exists a continuous extension g of p(f) 
to rG. According to [12, Theorem 3.41, every compact space belongs to P and, as rG 
is locally compact, by Theorem 3.3, 
p-l (C(yG, Cb(X, M))) c C(yG x X, Ad) 
So, pL-’ (g) is a continuous extension of f to yG x X. Since yG is locally compact, 
yG x X is M-embedded in yG x yX [23, Theorem 5.11, and we are done. 
(3) + (4). Obvious. 
(4) + (1). It follows from [29, Theorem 2 and Remark 41. 0 
Remark 4.2. The implication (2) + (3) of Theorem 4.6 can be also obtained by juxta- 
posing Corollary 4.2, [4, Corollary 61 and [31, Corollary 4.71. 
We shall need several lemmas in the sequel. The reader can obtain Lemma 4.3 in a 
similar way to [ 16, Theorem 5.221 and Lemma 4.4 as a rather straightforward adaptation 
of [41, Corollary 16.101. Let us recall that a perfect map is a closed map which has 
compact fibers and that an open map is a map such that the image of each open subset is 
also open. For each closed subgroup H of a topological group G, it is well-known that 
the projection map from G onto the coset space G/H is an open quotient map. 
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a bf-space. If f : X + Y is an onto quotient map, then Y is also 
a bf -space. 
Proof. Let g be a bf-continuous real-valued function on Y. Since f is an onto quotient 
map, it suffices to prove that go f is continuous. Now, let A be a relatively pseudocompact 
subset of X. Since f(A) is relatively pseudocompact in Y, there exists a continuous real- 
valued function h on Y such that glf(A) = h(f(A). Then, h o f is a continuous extension 
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of (y o f)l~ to the whole X. Thus, g o f is a bf-continuous function on X. Since X is 
a bf-space, g o f is continuous. q 
Corollary 4.3. Coset spaces of bf-groups are bf-spaces. 
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a locally pseudocompact group, and let H be a closed subgroup 
of G. Then, the coset space G/H is locally in the Frolik’s class ‘P. 
Lemma 4.4. [f f is an open perfect map from a topologically complete space X onto a 
space Y*, then Y is topologically complete. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.2 and [36, 
Lemma 2.231. 
Lemma 4.5. Let H be a closed subgroup of a locally pseudocompact group G. Then 
G/H is embedable naturally into ?/G/p, where p = cl..& H. 
Now, we can characterize the Dieudonne topological completion of the coset space 
G/H when G is a locally pseudocompact group and H c G is a closed relatively 
pseudocompact subgroup. 
Theorem 4.7. Let G be a locally pseudocompact group and let H be a closed relatively 
pseudocompact subgroup of G. Then, rG/Z where % = CL,G H is the Dieudonne’ 
topological completion of G/H. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.2, rG is the Weil completion of G. Therefore it is a topological 
group. So, we can consider the quotient map rr : yG --f ?/G/H. Since H is relatively 
pseudocompact, g is compact and 7r is a closed map [16, Theorem 5.181. Obviously, 
the fibers of rr are homeomorphic to p and consequently, rr is a open perfect map. By 
Lemma 4.4, yG/z is a topologically complete space. According to Lemma 4.5, G/H is 
embedded in the natural way in yG/H. We shall prove that it is M-embedded. Let M 
be a metrizable space and let f be a continuous function from G/H into M. Consider 
h = f o y with cp the quotient map from G into G/H and let hY be its continuous 
extension to ?G. We define f 7 : rG/H + M as f 7 (ijrr> = hY (ij) for each ?j E yG. 
First, we shall prove that f’ is well-defined. In fact, suppose Zz = jj??, Z,?j E lyG. 
Then, ?? = jjh for some h E f7. By density, there exists a net { (~6, h6)}6ED c G x H 
which converges to (?J. h), so. {ysh6}hcD converges to Z. Then, 
Thus, f7 is well-defined. In addition, as G/H is embedded in the natural way into 
rG/Rf, f 7 is an extension of f. Next, by definition of f ?, f’ o TT = hY. Then f y o T 
is continuous and, applying that ‘IT is a quotient onto map, fY is continuous. As G/H is 
dense in yG/H, we are done. 0 
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Note that, by [ 16, Theorem 5.221, yG/H is locally compact. This remark and Corol- 
lary 4.3 permit us to apply an argument similar to the one used in the proof of (2) + 
(3) in Theorem 4.6 in order to obtain the following result. 
Theorem 4.8. Let G be a locally pseudocompact group and let H be a closed relatively 
pseudocompact subgroup of G. Then 
y(G/H x X) = ^I(G/H) x yX = rG/H x yX 
for each bf-space X, where p = cl+ H. 
As a consequence of the above theorem and Corollary 4.3, we have: 
Corollary 4.4. Let GI , GZ be two topological groups such that G1 is locally pseudocom- 
pact and GZ is a bf-group. If HI, H2 are closed subgroups of GI and G2, respectively, 
with HI relatively pseudocompact in GI , then 
y(Gl/Ht x Gz/Hz) = ~(GIIHI) x Y(Gz/Hz) = ~GI/% x Y(Gz/Hz), 
where R1 = cl+, HI. 
Finally, we shall characterize when the product of two bf-groups is also a bf-group. 
In [18], HuSek has shown that the product of two &-spaces is a &space if and only if 
(X, Y, Cc(Y)) satisfies the exponential law, that is 
P(C(X x Y)) = C(X, Cc(Y)) 7 
where Cc(X) denotes C(X) endowed with the compact-open topology. However, the 
exponential law for (X, Y, Cb(Y)) d oes not characterize the product of two bf-spaces. 
For example, Steiner [35] has built two pseudocompact spaces X, Y such that X x Y 
is a non-pseudocompact locally pseudocompact space. Then, X x Y is a bf-space but 
the condition (4) in Theorem 3.2 is not satisfied and, consequently, (X, Y, Cb(Y)) does 
not satisfy the exponential law. In the realm of topological groups, the situation is better. 
First, we shall point out that the product of two bf-groups can fail to be a bf-group. 
Example 4.1. In [39] Warner has proved that the dual space G of an infinite-dimensional 
Frechet space endowed with the compact-open topology is a hemicompact kr-space which 
is not locally compact. By [l, Theorems 7 and 81; 1139, Theorem l] the space H = C,(G) 
is a complete metric space. We remark that under pointwise addition, G and H are 
topological groups. As G is not locally compact, the evaluation map e(g, f) = f(g) is 
continuous on the compact subsets of G x H but it is not continuous on the whole G x H 
[l]. Actually, the evaluation map e is bf-continuous. In fact, since G is topologically 
complete (because it is a hemicompact k,-space), G x H is topologically complete. So, 
the closure of every relatively pseudocompact subset of G x H is compact and we are 
done. 
Let Gi, i = 1,2, be two topological groups. We denote by i!& the bilateral uniform 
structure on Gi, i = 1,2. If G = Gr x G2 and U LR is the bilateral uniformity on G, 
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then it is known that ULR = ULR x I!& [33, Theorem 3.351. In addition, TkaEenko 
has proved that the restriction of the finest uniformity and the restriction of the bilateral 
uniformity agree on relatively pseudocompact subsets [36, Corollary 2.301 (see also [22]). 
Consequently, two bf-groups satisfy condition (4) in Theorem 3.2. Thus, we have proved 
Theorem 4.9. Let G, H be two bf-groups. Then, 
p(bfC(G x H, Z)) = C(G, CdH, Z)) 
for each topologically complete space Z. 
Corollary 4.5. Let G, H be two bf-groups. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) G x H is a bf-group. 
(2) (G, H, Cb(H, Z)) satisjies the exponential law for each topologically complete 
space Z, that is 
,&(G x H, Z)) = C(G, Cb(H, Z,). 
(3) (G, H, (A(H)) satisjies the exponential law, that is 
P(C(G x H)) = C(G, CdH)). 
Proof. (1) + (2). Let Z be a topologically complete space. Since G x H is a bf- 
group, b&(G x H, Z) = C(G x H, Z). Then, by Theorem 4.9, p(C(G x H, Z)) = 
C(G, Cb(H, Z)). 
(2) + (3). It is obvious. 
(3) + (1). Since (G, H, Cb(H)) satisfies the exponential law, p(C(G x H)) = 
C(G, Cb(H)). By Theorem 4.9, p(bfC(G x H)) = C(G, Cb(H)) and we are done. 0 
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